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Cambridge Checkpoints study guides, provide the most up-to-date exam preparation
and revision available for VCE students.
This book offers a simple introduction to the theory and practice of the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) without a pre-requisite for a sophisticated mathematical
background. AHP is an intuitive and mathematically simple methodology in the field of
multi-criteria decision making in Operational Research (OR). Using Super Decisions v3,
the newly developed software by the Creative Decisions Foundations, this book
provides a quick and intuitive understanding of AHP using spreadsheet examples and
step-by-step software instructions. Super Decisions v3 marks a drastic departure from
the previous version 2 in terms of interface and ratings model development. In addition
to a concise guide, instructional videos are also available to demonstrate how to use
the different features of Super Decisions v3. Most AHP books assume the reader has
basic OR mathematical background; however, AHP was developed with the goal that
decision makers can take advantage of this methodology without struggling with the
mathematics behind it. For this reason, only basic arithmetic knowledge is required
from the readers. In conclusion, this book delivers a quick and practical understanding
of the AHP methodology that can be useful for corporate executives and decisionmakers in all fields.
This title should help students following the MEI syllabus to enhance their portfolio of
evidence for the key skills, as well as enhancing their university profiles. It contains
activities, investigations and graded exercises to ensure comprehensive and varied
study.
This volume contains the proceedings from three conferences: the PISRS 2011
International Conference on Analysis, Fractal Geometry, Dynamical Systems and
Economics, held November 8-12, 2011 in Messina, Italy; the AMS Special Session on
Fractal Geometry in Pure and Applied Mathematics, in memory of Benoît Mandelbrot,
held January 4-7, 2012, in Boston, MA; and the AMS Special Session on Geometry and
Analysis on Fractal Spaces, held March 3-4, 2012, in Honolulu, HI. Articles in this
volume cover fractal geometry and various aspects of dynamical systems in applied
mathematics and the applications to other sciences. Also included are articles
discussing a variety of connections between these subjects and various areas of
physics, engineering, computer science, technology, economics and finance, as well as
of mathematics (including probability theory in relation with statistical physics and heat
kernel estimates, geometric measure theory, partial differential equations in relation
with condensed matter physics, global analysis on non-smooth spaces, the theory of
billiards, harmonic analysis and spectral geometry). The companion volume
(Contemporary Mathematics, Volume 600) focuses on the more mathematical aspects
of fractal geometry and dynamical systems.
This series, well-known for accessibility and for a student-friendly approach, has a
wealth of features: worked examples, activities, investigations, graded exercises, Key
Points summaries and Discussion Points. To ensure exam success there are plenty of
up-to-date exam questions, plus warning signs to indicate common pitfalls. MEI offer
full support to schools through their network with newsletters, training days and an
annual conference.
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S. Chand’s Mathematics books for Classes IX and X are completely based on
CCE pattern of CBSE. The book for Term I covers the syllabus from April to
September and the book for Term II covers the syllabus from October to March.
Revision book written specifically for the Edexcel AS and A Level exams offering:
worked examination questions and examples with hints on answering
examination questions successfully; test-yourself section; key points reinforcing
what students have learned; and answers to all questions.
Edexcel's own course for the 2008 specification. Providing the best possible
match to the specification, Edexcel AS and A Level Modular Mathematics DM2
motivates students by making maths easier to learn. Completely re-written by
chief examiners for the specification, it provides student-friendly worked
examples and solutions, leading up to a wealth of practice questions. Sample
past exam papers for thorough exam preparation, and regular review sections
that help consolidate learning are included. Opportunities for stretch and
challenge are presented throughout the course. Also included is an i.
This book covers all the content needed for the optional Edexcel AS and A level
Decision Mathematics 2 exams.
This book has been specifically updated for Key Stage 4 GCSE and is written by
the bestselling mathematics revision guide authors whose previous GCSE
revision guide sold in excess of 3/4 million copies. It meets the needs of the
estimated 500,000-plus examination candidates who sit the GCSE examination
in 1993/4 and onwards. Revise Mathematics is designed and tested to bring your
customers success in GCSE Key Stage 4: * the Mathematics revision guide that
teachers will recommend * how to achieve the best level 'Intermediate' or 'Higher'
examinations * full revision text with fully worked and explained answers * newspecimen questions organized in Attainment Targets with checked answers to
monitor progress * plenty of exam practice with real past papers * good study and
revision tips and help with examination strategy * from the publishers you can
trust - MACMILLAN Revise Mathematics covers each of the new GCSE
attainment targets in turn: Number, Algebra, Shape and Size, and Handling Data.
Model questions with fully checked solutions provided by the Examination Boards
for 1994, are included along with extensive exam-type revision questions. Revise
Mathematics has been prepared for use by candidates working for 'intermediate'
or 'higher' grade results in the examination.
Decision Maths
This book covers the key topics that are tested in the Decision maths 2 exam paper.
Revise AS & A2 Mathematics gives complete study support throughout the two A Level
years. This Study Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course
coverage plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the exams
"The best book available for non-mathematicians." — Contemporary Psychology.
Superb nontechnical introduction to game theory and related disciplines, primarily as
applied to the social sciences. Clear, comprehensive coverage of utility theory,
2-person zero-sum games, 2-person non-zero-sum games, n-person games, individual
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and group decision-making, much more. Appendixes. Bibliography. Graphs and figures.
This Student Book provides full support for the Decision Maths 1 paper in the Edexcel
AS and A Level exams. The explanations throughout are clear and concise, with
emphasis on visual presentation, worked examples and learning by doing. Dedicated
exercises in every chapter provide practice for new exam-style problem-solving
questions.
Matching the latest specifications, this book motivates students by making maths easier
to learn. It provides numerous worked examples and solutions, leading up to a wealth
of practice questions.
The second edition of this popular series brings all the texts right up to date with the
requirements of the new (2004) AS/A2 Modular Mathematics syllabus from Edexcel.
The compulsory AS pure modules (C1 and C2) are now in a single handy volume, for
ease and flexibility of teaching, as are the A2 pure modules (C3 and C4). There are
also text books covering Statistics 1, Statistics 2, Mechanics 1, Mechanics 2, and
Decision 1. The books offer a user-friendly approach, setting mathematical problems in
a meaningful context. The worked examples take students through all the content at a
steady pace, ensuring complete and full understanding of all the concepts needed. Key
points are included for every chapter to aid revision. There are also plenty of questions,
and even more recent exam questions have been added to this second edition. Key
points are included for every chapter, to aid revision. There are also plenty of questions,
and even more recent exam questions have been added to this second edition.
A syllabus-specific textbook providing worked examples, exam-level questions and
many practice exercises, in accordance to the new Edexcel AS and Advanced GCE
specification.
An integrated work in two volumes, this text teaches readers to formulate, analyze, and
evaluate Markov models. The first volume treats basic process; the second, semiMarkov and decision processes. 1971 edition.
Oxford A Level Mathematics for Edexcel covers the latest 2008 curriculum changes and
also takes a completely fresh look at presenting the challenges of A Level. It specifically
targets average students, with tactics designed to offer real chance of success to more
students, as well as providing more stretch and challenge material. This Decision 2
book is fully updated to reflect the changes to the new Edexcel specification, meaning
that it is now more manageable for both students and teachers.

This accessible and thought-provoking book considers what beginning teachers
need to know about learning, teaching, assessment, curriculum and professional
development, in the context of teaching mathematics to eleven to nineteen year
olds. It is part of a new series of books that has as its starting point the fact that
PGCE students are already subject specialists. The authors show how
mathematics teachers can communicate their own enthusiasm for the subject
and inspire their pupils to learn and enjoy learning. They provide practical advice
which will help teachers and student teachers to: plan, organize, manage and
assess classroom work make decisions about the content, ordering and level of
difficulty of lessons make sense of new subject material and how it contributes to
wider educational aims develop professionally by developing the subject as a
whole. This is a comprehensive introduction to teaching mathematics in the
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secondary school which will be invaluable to teachers beginning their careers
and those who are training to be mathematics teachers.
The second edition of this popular series brings all the texts right up to date with
the requirements of the new (2004) AS/A2 Modular Mathematics syllabus from
Edexcel. The compulsory AS pure modules (C1 and C2) are now in a single
handy volume, for ease and flexibility of teaching, as are the A2 pure modules
(C3 and C4). There are also text books covering Statistics 1, Statistics 2,
Mechanics 1, Mechanics 2, and Decision 1. The books offer a user-friendly
approach, setting mathematical problems in a meaningful context. The worked
examples take students through all the content at a steady pace, ensuring
complete and full understanding of all the concepts needed. Key points are
included for every chapter to aid revision. There are also plenty of questions, and
even more recent exam questions have been added to this second edition.
This volume contains the proceedings of two AMS Special Sessions on The
Mathematics of Decisions, Elections, and Games, held January 4, 2012, in
Boston, MA, and January 11-12, 2013, in San Diego, CA. Decision theory, voting
theory, and game theory are three intertwined areas of mathematics that involve
making optimal decisions under different contexts. Although these areas include
their own mathematical results, much of the recent research in these areas
involves developing and applying new perspectives from their intersection with
other branches of mathematics, such as algebra, representation theory,
combinatorics, convex geometry, dynamical systems, etc. The papers in this
volume highlight and exploit the mathematical structure of decisions, elections,
and games to model and to analyze problems from the social sciences.
Henry O. Pollak Chairman of the International Program Committee Bell
Laboratories Murray Hill, New Jersey, USA The Fourth International Congress on
Mathematics Education was held in Berkeley, California, USA, August 10-16,
1980. Previous Congresses were held in Lyons in 1969, Exeter in 1972, and
Karlsruhe in 1976. Attendance at Berkeley was about 1800 full and 500 associate
members from about 90 countries; at least half of these come from outside of
North America. About 450 persons participated in the program either as speakers
or as presiders; approximately 40 percent of these came from the U.S. or
Canada. There were four plenary addresses; they were delivered by Hans
Freudenthal on major problems of mathematics education, Hermina Sinclair on
the relationship between the learning of language and of mathematics, Seymour
Papert on the computer as carrier of mathematical culture, and Hua Loo-Keng on
popularising and applying mathematical methods. Gearge Polya was the
honorary president of the Congress; illness prevented his planned attendence but
he sent a brief presentation entitled, "Mathematics Improves the Mind". There
was a full program of speakers, panelists, debates, miniconferences, and
meetings of working and study groups. In addition, 18 major projects from around
the world were invited to make presentations, and various groups representing
special areas of concern had the opportunity to meet and to plan their future
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activities.
An integrated work in two volumes, this text teaches readers to formulate,
analyze, and evaluate Markov models. The first volume treats the basic process;
the second, semi-Markov and decision processes. 1971 edition.
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